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Appalling Bodies - Joseph A. Marchal
2019-11-08
The letters of Paul are among the most
commonly cited biblical texts in ongoing cultural
and religious disputes about gender, sexuality,
birthing-a-slave

and embodiment. Appalling Bodies reframes
these uses of the letters by reaching past Paul
toward other, far more fascinating figures that
appear before, after, and within the letters. The
letters repeat ancient stereotypes about women,
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eunuchs, slaves, and barbarians--in their Roman
imperial setting, each of these overlapping
groups were cast as debased, dangerous, and
complicated. Joseph Marchal presents new ways
for us to think about these dangers and
complications with the help of queer theory.
Appalling Bodies juxtaposes these ancient
figures against recent figures of gender and
sexual variation, in order to defamiliarize and
reorient what can be known about both. The
connections between the marginalization and
stigmatization of these figures troubles the
history, ethics, and politics of biblical
interpretation. Ultimately, Marchal assembles
and reintroduces us to Appalling Bodies from
then and now, and the study of Paul's letters
may never be the same.
African American Slave Medicine - Herbert C.
Covey 2007
African American Slave Medicine offers a critical
examination of how African American slaves'
medical needs were addressed during the years
birthing-a-slave

before and surrounding the Civil War. Dr.
Herbert C. Covey inventories many of the
herbal, plant, and non-plant remedies used by
African American folk practitioners during
slavery.
From Midwives to Medicine - Deborah Kuhn
McGregor 1998
In this social history of the development of
modern gynecology in the mid-19th century,
McGregor (history, women's studies, U. of
Illinois-Springfield) reflects the attitudes and
practices of the day through the controversial
career of J. Marion Sims, the father of
gynecology. Includes illustrations of early
medical practitioners and establishments (in
particular, New York's Woman's Hospital).
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Women in the American Revolution - Barbara B.
Oberg 2019-05-24
Building on a quarter century of scholarship
following the publication of the groundbreaking
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Women in the Age of the American Revolution,
the engagingly written essays in this volume
offer an updated answer to the question, What
was life like for women in the era of the
American Revolution? The contributors examine
how women dealt with years of armed conflict
and carried on their daily lives, exploring factors
such as age, race, educational background,
marital status, social class, and region. For
patriot women the Revolution created
opportunities—to market goods, find a new
social status within the community, or gain
power in the family. Those who remained loyal
to the Crown, however, often saw their lives
diminished—their property confiscated, their
businesses failed, or their sense of security
shattered. Some essays focus on individuals
(Sarah Bache, Phillis Wheatley), while others
address the impact of war on social or
commercial interactions between men and
women. Patriot women in occupied Boston fell in
love with and married British soldiers; in
birthing-a-slave

Philadelphia women mobilized support for
nonimportation; and in several major colonial
cities wives took over the family business while
their husbands fought. Together, these essays
recover what the Revolution meant to and for
women.
Capitalism Takes Command - Michael Zakim
2012-02
Most scholarship on nineteenth-century
America’s transformation into a market society
has focused on consumption, romanticized
visions of workers, and analysis of firms and
factories. Building on but moving past these
studies, Capitalism Takes Command presents a
history of family farming, general incorporation
laws, mortgage payments, inheritance practices,
office systems, and risk management—an
inventory of the means by which capitalism
became America’s new revolutionary tradition.
This multidisciplinary collection of essays argues
not only that capitalism reached far beyond the
purview of the economy, but also that the
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revolution was not confined to the destruction of
an agrarian past. As business ceaselessly revised
its own practices, a new demographic of private
bankers, insurance brokers, investors in
securities, and start-up manufacturers, among
many others, assumed center stage, displacing
older elites and forms of property. Explaining
how capital became an “ism” and how business
became a political philosophy, Capitalism Takes
Command brings the economy back into
American social and cultural history.
Never Caught - Erica Armstrong Dunbar
2017-02-07
A startling and eye-opening look into America’s
First Family, Never Caught is the powerful story
about a daring woman of “extraordinary grit”
(The Philadelphia Inquirer). When George
Washington was elected president, he
reluctantly left behind his beloved Mount Vernon
to serve in Philadelphia, the temporary seat of
the nation’s capital. In setting up his household
he brought along nine slaves, including Ona
birthing-a-slave

Judge. As the President grew accustomed to
Northern ways, there was one change he
couldn’t abide: Pennsylvania law required
enslaved people be set free after six months of
residency in the state. Rather than comply,
Washington decided to circumvent the law.
Every six months he sent the slaves back down
south just as the clock was about to expire.
Though Ona Judge lived a life of relative
comfort, she was denied freedom. So, when the
opportunity presented itself one clear and
pleasant spring day in Philadelphia, Judge left
everything she knew to escape to New England.
Yet freedom would not come without its costs. At
just twenty-two-years-old, Ona became the
subject of an intense manhunt led by George
Washington, who used his political and personal
contacts to recapture his property. “A crisp and
compulsively readable feat of research and
storytelling” (USA TODAY), historian and
National Book Award finalist Erica Armstrong
Dunbar weaves a powerful tale and offers
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fascinating new scholarship on how one young
woman risked everything to gain freedom from
the famous founding father and most powerful
man in the United States at the time.
Killing the Black Body - Dorothy Roberts
1998-12-29
Killing the Black Body remains a rallying cry for
education, awareness, and action on extending
reproductive justice to all women. It is as crucial
as ever, even two decades after its original
publication. "A must-read for all those who claim
to care about racial and gender justice in
America." —Michelle Alexander, author of The
New Jim Crow In 1997, this groundbreaking
book made a powerful entrance into the national
conversation on race. In a media landscape
dominated by racially biased images of welfare
queens and crack babies, Killing the Black Body
exposed America’s systemic abuse of Black
women’s bodies. From slave masters’ economic
stake in bonded women’s fertility to government
programs that coerced thousands of poor Black
birthing-a-slave

women into being sterilized as late as the 1970s,
these abuses pointed to the degradation of Black
motherhood—and the exclusion of Black
women’s reproductive needs in mainstream
feminist and civil rights agendas. “Compelling. .
. . Deftly shows how distorted and racist
constructions of black motherhood have affected
politics, law, and policy in the United States.”
—Ms.
Slave Women in Caribbean Society,
1650-1838 - Barbara Bush 1990
In this text the author sets forth and then
evaulates the images of slave women
accumulated in published sources and folklore.
Fall in Love, Have Children, Stay Put, Save
the Planet, Be Happy - Frank Schaeffer
2021-11-02
A post-coronavirus evolution-based how-to for
putting living ahead of work. Bestselling author
Frank Schaeffer offers a passionate political,
social, and lifestyle “blueprint” for changes
millions of us know are needed to rebalance our
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work lives with thriving relationships: Fall in
Love, Have Children, Stay Put, Save the Planet,
Be Happy. Even before everything was disrupted
by COVID-19 (not to mention by Trump), millions
of Americans were already questioning
capitalism’s “values.” We were already
challenging the idea that your job defines you.
We already knew something was wrong.
Loneliness, frustration, and alienation were
already on the rise. Even the most successful of
us felt too busy, too preoccupied, and too
distracted to enjoy what we intuitively know are
life’s greatest rewards: vibrant relationships,
family life, connection to others, involvement in
our community, and the thrilling experience of
love. Fall in Love . . . builds a well-researched
and entertaining bridge to living happier lives
and to a better future. It shows us that based on
a better understanding of our evolutionary
selves, we can thrive in family life and in our
work life, too. But to do both joyfully—and at the
same time—depends on rediscovering the
birthing-a-slave

priority of relationships, connections,
community, and love.
The Oxford Handbook of the African American
Slave Narrative - John Ernest 2014
This volume approaches the history of slave
testimony in three ways: by prioritising the
broad tradition over individual authors; by
representing inter-disciplinary approaches to
slave narratives; and by highlighting emerging
scholarship on slave narratives, concerning both
established debates over concerns of authorship
and agency, for example, and developing
concerns like eco-critical readings of slave
narratives.
Born in Bondage - Marie Jenkins Schwartz
2009-06-01
Each time a child was born in bondage, the
system of slavery began anew. Although raised
by their parents or by surrogates in the slave
community, children were ultimately subject to
the rule of their owners. Following the life cycle
of a child from birth through youth to young
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adulthood, Marie Jenkins Schwartz explores the
daunting world of slave children, a world
governed by the dual authority of parent and
owner, each with conflicting agendas. Despite
the constant threats of separation and the
necessity of submission to the slaveowner, slave
families managed to pass on essential lessons
about enduring bondage with human dignity.
Schwartz counters the commonly held vision of
the paternalistic slaveholder who determines the
life and welfare of his passive chattel, showing
instead how slaves struggled to give their
children a sense of self and belonging that
denied the owner complete control. Born in
Bondage gives us an unsurpassed look at what it
meant to grow up as a slave in the antebellum
South. Schwartz recreates the experiences of
these bound but resilient young people as they
learned to negotiate between acts of submission
and selfhood, between the worlds of commodity
and community.
Kindred - Octavia E. Butler 2004-02-01
birthing-a-slave

From the New York Times bestselling author of
Parable of the Sower and MacArthur “Genius”
Grant, Nebula, and Hugo award winner The
visionary time-travel classic whose Black female
hero is pulled through time to face the horrors of
American slavery and explores the impacts of
racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and
now. “I lost an arm on my last trip home. My left
arm.” Dana’s torment begins when she suddenly
vanishes on her 26th birthday from California,
1976, and is dragged through time to antebellum
Maryland to rescue a boy named Rufus, heir to a
slaveowner’s plantation. She soon realizes the
purpose of her summons to the past: protect
Rufus to ensure his assault of her Black ancestor
so that she may one day be born. As she endures
the traumas of slavery and the soul-crushing
normalization of savagery, Dana fights to keep
her autonomy and return to the present. Blazing
the trail for neo-slavery narratives like Colson
Whitehead’s The Underground Railroad and TaNehisi Coates’s The Water Dancer, Butler takes
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one of speculative fiction’s oldest tropes and
infuses it with lasting depth and power. Dana
not only experiences the cruelties of slavery on
her skin but also grimly learns to accept it as a
condition of her own existence in the present.
“Where stories about American slavery are often
gratuitous, reducing its horror to explicit
violence and brutality, Kindred is controlled and
precise” (New York Times). “Reading Octavia
Butler taught me to dream big, and I think it’s
absolutely necessary that everybody have that
freedom and that willingness to dream.” —N. K.
Jemisin The series adaption from FX premieres
December 13 on Hulu. Developed for television
by writer/executive producer Branden JacobsJenkins (Watchmen), executive producers also
include Joe Weisberg and Joel Fields (The
Americans, The Patient), and Darren Aronofsky
(The Whale). Janicza Bravo (Zola) is director and
an executive producer of the pilot. Kindred stars
Mallori Johnson, Micah Stock, Ryan Kwanten,
and Gayle Rankin.
birthing-a-slave

Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings - Annette
Gordon-Reed 1998-03-29
When Annette Gordon-Reed's groundbreaking
study was first published, rumors of Thomas
Jefferson's sexual involvement with his slave
Sally Hemings had circulated for two centuries.
Among all aspects of Jefferson's renowned life, it
was perhaps the most hotly contested topic. The
publication of Thomas Jefferson and Sally
Hemings intensified this debate by identifying
glaring inconsistencies in many noted scholars'
evaluations of the existing evidence. In this
study, Gordon-Reed assembles a fascinating and
convincing argument: not that the alleged thirtyeight-year liaison necessarily took place but
rather that the evidence for its taking place has
been denied a fair hearing. Friends of Jefferson
sought to debunk the Hemings story as early as
1800, and most subsequent historians and
biographers followed suit, finding the affair
unthinkable based upon their view of Jefferson's
life, character, and beliefs. Gordon-Reed
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responds to these critics by pointing out
numerous errors and prejudices in their
writings, ranging from inaccurate citations, to
impossible time lines, to virtual exclusions of
evidence—especially evidence concerning the
Hemings family. She demonstrates how these
scholars may have been misguided by their own
biases and may even have tailored evidence to
serve and preserve their opinions of Jefferson.
This updated edition of the book also includes an
afterword in which the author comments on the
DNA study that provided further evidence of a
Jefferson and Hemings liaison.00 Possessing
both a layperson's unfettered curiosity and a
lawyer's logical mind, Annette Gordon-Reed
writes with a style and compassion that are
irresistible. Each chapter revolves around a key
figure in the Hemings drama, and the resulting
portraits are engrossing and very personal.
Gordon-Reed also brings a keen intuitive sense
of the psychological complexities of human
relationships—relationships that, in the real
birthing-a-slave

world, often develop regardless of status or race.
The most compelling element of all, however, is
her extensive and careful research, which often
allows the evidence to speak for itself. Thomas
Jefferson and Sally Hemings: An American
Controversy is the definitive look at a centuriesold question that should fascinate general
readers and historians alike.
Medical Bondage - Deirdre Cooper Owens
2017-11-15
The accomplishments of pioneering doctors such
as John Peter Mettauer, James Marion Sims, and
Nathan Bozeman are well documented. It is also
no secret that these nineteenth-century
gynecologists performed experimental caesarean
sections, ovariotomies, and obstetric fistula
repairs primarily on poor and powerless women.
Medical Bondage breaks new ground by
exploring how and why physicians denied these
women their full humanity yet valued them as
“medical superbodies” highly suited for medical
experimentation. In Medical Bondage, Cooper
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Owens examines a wide range of scientific
literature and less formal communications in
which gynecologists created and disseminated
medical fictions about their patients, such as
their belief that black enslaved women could
withstand pain better than white “ladies.” Even
as they were advancing medicine, these doctors
were legitimizing, for decades to come,
groundless theories related to whiteness and
blackness, men and women, and the inferiority
of other races or nationalities. Medical Bondage
moves between southern plantations and
northern urban centers to reveal how
nineteenth-century American ideas about race,
health, and status influenced doctor-patient
relationships in sites of healing like slave cabins,
medical colleges, and hospitals. It also retells
the story of black enslaved women and of Irish
immigrant women from the perspective of these
exploited groups and thus restores for us a
picture of their lives.
Birthing a Slave - Marie Jenkins Schwartz
birthing-a-slave

2010-03-30
The deprivations and cruelty of slavery have
overshadowed our understanding of the
institution's most human dimension: birth. We
often don't realize that after the United States
stopped importing slaves in 1808, births were
more important than ever; slavery and the
southern way of life could continue only through
babies born in bondage. In the antebellum
South, slaveholders' interest in slave women was
matched by physicians struggling to assert their
own professional authority over childbirth, and
the two began to work together to increase the
number of infants born in the slave quarter. In
unprecedented ways, doctors tried to manage
the health of enslaved women from puberty
through the reproductive years, attempting to
foster pregnancy, cure infertility, and resolve
gynecological problems, including cancer. Black
women, however, proved an unruly force,
distrustful of both the slaveholders and their
doctors. With their own healing traditions,
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emphasizing the power of roots and herbs and
the critical roles of family and community,
enslaved women struggled to take charge of
their own health in a system that did not respect
their social circumstances, customs, or values.
Birthing a Slave depicts the competing
approaches to reproductive health that evolved
on plantations, as both black women and white
men sought to enhance the health of enslaved
mothers--in very different ways and for entirely
different reasons. Birthing a Slave is the first
book to focus exclusively on the health care of
enslaved women, and it argues convincingly for
the critical role of reproductive medicine in the
slave system of antebellum America.
Born Southern - V. Lynn Kennedy 2010-01-04
A social history of childbearing and motherhood
focused on black and white women in slaveowning households in the antebellum and Civil
War South. In Born Southern, V. Lynn Kennedy
addresses the pivotal roles of birth and
motherhood in slaveholding families and
birthing-a-slave

communities in the Old South. She assesses the
power structures of race, gender, and
class—both in the household and in the public
sphere—and how they functioned to construct a
distinct antebellum southern society. Kennedy’s
unique approach links the experiences of black
and white women, examining how childbirth and
motherhood created strong ties to family,
community, and region for both. She also moves
beyond a simple exploration of birth as a
physiological event, examining the social and
cultural circumstances surrounding it: family
and community support networks, the beliefs
and practices of local midwives, and the roles of
men as fathers and professionals. The southern
household—and the relationships among its
members—is the focus of the first part of the
book. Integrating the experiences of all women,
black and white, rich and poor, free and
enslaved, these narratives suggest the
complexities of shared experiences that united
women in a common purpose but also divided
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them according to status. The second part moves
the discussion from the private household into
the public sphere, exploring how southerners
used birth and motherhood to negotiate public,
professional, and political identities. Kennedy’s
systematic and thoughtful study distinguishes
southern approaches to childbirth and
motherhood from northern ones, showing how
slavery and rural living contributed to a
particularly southern experience.
Reckoning with Slavery - Jennifer L. Morgan
2021-05-21
In Reckoning with Slavery Jennifer L. Morgan
draws on the lived experiences of enslaved
African women in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries to reveal the contours of early modern
notions of trade, race, and commodification in
the Black Atlantic. From capture to transport to
sale to childbirth, these women were
demographically counted as commodities during
the Middle Passage, vulnerable to rape,
separated from their kin at slave markets, and
birthing-a-slave

subject to laws that enslaved their children upon
birth. In this way, they were central to the
binding of reproductive labor with kinship, racial
hierarchy, and the economics of slavery.
Throughout this groundbreaking study, Morgan
demonstrates that the development of Western
notions of value and race occurred
simultaneously. In so doing, she illustrates how
racial capitalism denied the enslaved their
kinship and affective ties while simultaneously
relying on kinship to reproduce and enforce
slavery through enslaved female bodies.
Working Cures - Sharla M. Fett 2002
Working Cures explores black health under
slavery showing how herbalism, conjuring,
midwifery and other African American healing
practices became arts of resistance in the
antebellum South and invoked conflicts.
They Were Her Property - Stephanie E. JonesRogers 2019-02-19
Winner of the Los Angeles Times Book Prize in
History: a bold and searing investigation into the
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role of white women in the American slave
economy “Stunning.”—Rebecca Onion, Slate
“Makes a vital contribution to our understanding
of our past and present.”—Parul Sehgal, New
York Times “Bracingly revisionist. . . . [A]
startling corrective.”—Nicholas Guyatt, New
York Review of Books Bridging women’s history,
the history of the South, and African American
history, this book makes a bold argument about
the role of white women in American slavery.
Historian Stephanie E. Jones-Rogers draws on a
variety of sources to show that slave‑owning
women were sophisticated economic actors who
directly engaged in and benefited from the
South’s slave market. Because women typically
inherited more slaves than land, enslaved people
were often their primary source of wealth. Not
only did white women often refuse to cede
ownership of their slaves to their husbands, they
employed management techniques that were as
effective and brutal as those used by
slave‑owning men. White women actively
birthing-a-slave

participated in the slave market, profited from it,
and used it for economic and social
empowerment. By examining the economically
entangled lives of enslaved people and
slave‑owning women, Jones-Rogers presents a
narrative that forces us to rethink the economics
and social conventions of slaveholding America.
Eleven Hours - Pamela Erens 2016-05-03
An NPR Best Book of 2016 A New Yorker Book
We Loved in 2016 Named to Kirkus Reviews'
Best Books of 2016 The Millions Most
Anticipated Book of 2016 Flavorwire Most
Anticipated Book From the critically acclaimed
author of The Virgins, Eleven Hours is an
intimate exploration of the physical and mental
challenges of childbirth, told with unremitting
suspense and astonishing beauty. Lore arrives at
the hospital alone—no husband, no partner, no
friends. Her birth plan is explicit: she wants no
fetal monitor, no IV, no epidural. Franckline, a
nurse in the maternity ward—herself on the
verge of showing—is patient with the young
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woman. She knows what it’s like to worry that
something might go wrong, and she understands
the distress when it does. She knows as well as
anyone the severe challenge of childbirth, what
it does to the mind and the body. Eleven Hours
is the story of two soon-to-be mothers who, in
the midst of a difficult labor, are forced to
reckon with their pasts and re-create their
futures. Lore must disentangle herself from a
love triangle; Franckline must move beyond past
traumas to accept the life that’s waiting for her.
Pamela Erens moves seamlessly between their
begrudging partnership and the memories
evoked by so intense an experience: for Lore, of
the father of her child and her former best
friend; for Franckline, of the family in Haiti from
which she’s exiled. At turns urgent and lyrical,
Erens’s novel is a visceral portrait of childbirth,
and a vivid rendering of the way we approach
motherhood—with fear and joy, anguish and
awe.
Medicine and Slavery - Todd Lee Savitt 2002
birthing-a-slave

A detailed analysis of the occurrence of disease
and the quality of medical care in antebellum
Virginia focuses on the treatment of Black slaves
and freemen
Divided Mastery - Jonathan D. MARTIN
2009-06-30
Divided Mastery explores a curiously neglected
aspect of the history of American slavery: the
rental of slaves. Though few slaves escaped
being rented out at some point in their lives, this
is the first book to describe the practice, and its
effects on both slaves and the peculiar
institution. Martin reveals how the unique
triangularity of slave hiring created slaves with
two masters, thus transforming the customary
polarity of master-slave relationships. Drawing
upon slaveholders' letters, slave narratives,
interviews with former slaves, legislative
petitions, and court records, Divided Mastery
ultimately reveals that slave hiring's significance
was paradoxical. The practice bolstered the
system of slavery by facilitating its spread into
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the western territories, by democratizing access
to slave labor, and by promoting both production
and speculation with slave capital. But at the
same time, slaves used hiring to their advantage,
finding in it crucial opportunities to shape their
work and family lives, to bring owners and hirers
into conflict with each other, and to destabilize
the system of bondage. Martin illuminates the
importance of the capitalist market as a tool for
analyzing slavery and its extended relationships.
Through its fresh and complex perspective,
Divided Mastery demonstrates that slave hiring
is critical to understanding the fundamental
nature of American slavery, and its social,
political, and economic place in the Old South.
Table of Contents: Introduction: Slaves with Two
Masters 1 Slave Hiring in the Evolution of
Slavery 2 A Blessing and a Curse 3 Risks and
Returns 4 Compromised Mastery 5 Resistance
and Abuse 6 Working Alone Epilogue
Abbreviations Notes Acknowledgments Index
"This finely crafted, thought-provoking study of
birthing-a-slave

slave hiring in the antebellum South fills a major
gap in the historical literature. Divided Mastery
will be of great interest to students of American
slavery." --Peter Kolchin, author of American
Slavery, 1619-1877 "Divided Mastery greatly
extends and systematizes our knowledge of slave
hiring as a practice making slavery a more
economically flexible institution. Martin also
writes insightfully about the emotional and
psychological complexities attending the
interaction of slaves, owners, and hirers. This
will be the standard reference for historians
interested in slave hiring, and Martin's vigorous
prose style should attract a wider readership as
well for this fine new book." --T. Stephen
Whitman, author of Challenging Slavery in the
Chesapeake, 1775-1865 "Martin has done more
than fill an important niche in understanding
slavery in the American South; his work adds an
appreciation of the complexity of slavery by
unraveling--in fine detail--precisely how the
system of slave hiring worked. It reveals how the
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rental of slaves at once expanded and
constrained the latitude of both master and
slave, at times allowing slaveholders to gain
greater flexibility and profit in the employment
of their human property and permitting slaves to
secure greater independence and control over
their own lives. Divided Mastery is a significant
addition to the literature on slavery in the US." -Ira Berlin, author of Generations of Captivity: A
History of African-American Slaves
The Mark of Slavery - Jenifer L. Barclay
2021-04-13
Exploring the disability history of slavery Time
and again, antebellum Americans justified
slavery and white supremacy by linking
blackness to disability, defectiveness, and
dependency. Jenifer L. Barclay examines the
ubiquitous narratives that depicted black people
with disabilities as pitiable, monstrous, or
comical, narratives used not only to defend
slavery but argue against it. As she shows, this
relationship between ableism and racism
birthing-a-slave

impacted racial identities during the antebellum
period and played an overlooked role in shaping
American history afterward. Barclay also
illuminates the everyday lives of the ten percent
of enslaved people who lived with disabilities.
Devalued by slaveholders as unsound and
therefore worthless, these individuals
nonetheless carved out an unusual autonomy.
Their roles as caregivers, healers, and keepers
of memory made them esteemed within their
own communities and celebrated figures in song
and folklore. Prescient in its analysis and rich in
detail, The Mark of Slavery is a powerful
addition to the intertwined histories of disability,
slavery, and race.
A Troublesome Commerce - Robert H.
Gudmestad 2003-11-07
Robert H. Gudmestad provides an in-depth
examination of the growth and development of
the interstate slave trade during the early
nineteenth century, using the business as a
means to explore economic change, the culture
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of honor, master-slave relationships, and the
justification of slavery in the antebellum South.
Gudmestad demonstrates how southerners,
faced with the incongruity of maintaining their
paternalistic beliefs about slavery even while
capitalistically exploiting their slaves, coped by
disassociating themselves from the brutality and
greed of the slave trade and shifting
responsibility for slavery’s realities to the
speculators. In tracing the trans- formation of a
troublesome commerce into a southern
scapegoat, this pro- vocative work proves the
interstate slave trade to be vital to the
making—and understanding—of the paradoxical
antebellum South.
Ties That Bound - Marie Jenkins Schwartz
2017-04-06
Washington. The widow Washington ; Martha
Dandridge ; Married lady ; Mistress of Mount
Vernon ; Revolutionary war ; First lady ; Slaves
in the president's house ; Home again -Jefferson. Martha Wayles ; Mistress of
birthing-a-slave

Monticello I ; War in Virginia ; Birth and death
at Monticello ; Patsy Jefferson and Sally
Hemings ; First lady ; Mistress of Monticello II ;
The Hemingses ; Death of Thomas Jefferson -Madison. Dolley Payne ; Mrs. Madison ; First
lady ; Mistress of Montpelier ; Decline of
Montpelier ; The widow Madison ; Sale of
Montpelier ; In Washington ; Death of Dolley
Madison -- Epilogue inside and outside
Contested Bodies - Sasha Turner 2017-05-05
It is often thought that slaveholders only began
to show an interest in female slaves'
reproductive health after the British government
banned the importation of Africans into its West
Indian colonies in 1807. However, as Sasha
Turner shows in this illuminating study, for
almost thirty years before the slave trade ended,
Jamaican slaveholders and doctors adjusted
slave women's labor, discipline, and health care
to increase birth rates and ensure that infants
lived to become adult workers. Although slaves'
interests in healthy pregnancies and babies
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aligned with those of their masters, enslaved
mothers, healers, family, and community
members distrusted their owners' medicine and
benevolence. Turner contends that the social
bonds and cultural practices created around
reproductive health care and childbirth
challenged the economic purposes slaveholders
gave to birthing and raising children. Through
powerful stories that place the reader on the
ground in plantation-era Jamaica, Contested
Bodies reveals enslaved women's contrasting
ideas about maternity and raising children,
which put them at odds not only with their
owners but sometimes with abolitionists and
enslaved men. Turner argues that, as the source
of new labor, these women created rituals,
customs, and relationships around pregnancy,
childbirth, and childrearing that enabled them at
times to dictate the nature and pace of their
work as well as their value. Drawing on a wide
range of sources—including plantation records,
abolitionist treatises, legislative documents,
birthing-a-slave

slave narratives, runaway advertisements,
proslavery literature, and planter
correspondence—Contested Bodies yields a
fresh account of how the end of the slave trade
changed the bodily experiences of those still
enslaved in Jamaica.
The Darker Face of the Earth - Rita Dove
2017-09-28
Published to coincide with its British premiere at
the Royal National Theatre, The Darker Face of
the Earth is Rita Dove's first play. Set on a
plantation in pre-Civil War South Carolina, it has
been performed to great critical acclaim.
Reproductive Injustice - Dana-Ain Davis
2019-06-25
A troubling study of the role that medical racism
plays in the lives of black women who have given
birth to premature and low birth weight infants
Black women have higher rates of premature
birth than other women in America. This cannot
be simply explained by economic factors, with
poorer women lacking resources or access to
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care. Even professional, middle-class black
women are at a much higher risk of premature
birth than low-income white women in the
United States. Dána-Ain Davis looks into this
phenomenon, placing racial differences in birth
outcomes into a historical context, revealing that
ideas about reproduction and race today have
been influenced by the legacy of ideas which
developed during the era of slavery. While poor
and low-income black women are often the
“mascots” of premature birth outcomes, this
book focuses on professional black women, who
are just as likely to give birth prematurely.
Drawing on an impressive array of interviews
with nearly fifty mothers, fathers,
neonatologists, nurses, midwives, and
reproductive justice advocates, Dána-Ain Davis
argues that events leading up to an infant’s
arrival in a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU),
and the parents’ experiences while they are in
the NICU, reveal subtle but pernicious forms of
racism that confound the perceived class
birthing-a-slave

dynamics that are frequently understood to be a
central factor of premature birth. The book
argues not only that medical racism persists and
must be considered when examining adverse
outcomes—as well as upsetting experiences for
parents—but also that NICUs and life-saving
technologies should not be the only strategies
for improving the outcomes for black pregnant
women and their babies. Davis makes the case
for other avenues, such as community-based
birthing projects, doulas, and midwives, that
support women during pregnancy and labor are
just as important and effective in avoiding
premature births and mortality.
Slavery and Medicine - Katherine Kemi Bankole
1998
This volume traces the modern critical and
performance history of this play, one of
Shakespeare's most-loved and most-performed
comedies. The essay focus on such modern
concerns as feminism, deconstruction, textual
theory, and queer theory.
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Medical Apartheid - Harriet A. Washington
2008-01-08
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
WINNER • The first full history of Black
America’s shocking mistreatment as unwilling
and unwitting experimental subjects at the
hands of the medical establishment. No one
concerned with issues of public health and racial
justice can afford not to read this masterful
book. "[Washington] has unearthed a shocking
amount of information and shaped it into a
riveting, carefully documented book." —New
York Times From the era of slavery to the
present day, starting with the earliest
encounters between Black Americans and
Western medical researchers and the racist
pseudoscience that resulted, Medical Apartheid
details the ways both slaves and freedmen were
used in hospitals for experiments conducted
without their knowledge—a tradition that
continues today within some black populations.
It reveals how Blacks have historically been prey
birthing-a-slave

to grave-robbing as well as unauthorized
autopsies and dissections. Moving into the
twentieth century, it shows how the
pseudoscience of eugenics and social Darwinism
was used to justify experimental exploitation and
shoddy medical treatment of Blacks. Shocking
new details about the government’s notorious
Tuskegee experiment are revealed, as are
similar, less-well-known medical atrocities
conducted by the government, the armed forces,
prisons, and private institutions. The product of
years of prodigious research into medical
journals and experimental reports long
undisturbed, Medical Apartheid reveals the
hidden underbelly of scientific research and
makes possible, for the first time, an
understanding of the roots of the African
American health deficit. At last, it provides the
fullest possible context for comprehending the
behavioral fallout that has caused Black
Americans to view researchers—and indeed the
whole medical establishment—with such deep
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distrust.
The Borning Room - Paul Fleischman 2013-06-01
Mothers give birth in the borning room. The
dying take their departure there. Outside the
Lott family's Ohio farmhouse, the Civil War
rages, slavery falls, and the world marvels at the
wonder of electricity. Inside, within the walls of
the borning room, Georgina Lott will experience
her life's greatest turnings. Across the years, she
discovers womanhood and first love, experiences
the mourning that comes with loss, and, as did
her mother and grandmother, at last takes her
place in the room as another precious life is
about to begin.
Essays on Paula Rego: Smile When You
Think about Hell - Maria Manuel Lisboa
2019-09-25
In these powerful and stylishly written essays,
Maria Manuel Lisboa dissects the work of Paula
Rego, the Portuguese-born artist considered one
of the greatest artists of modern times. Focusing
primarily on Rego’s work since the 1980s,
birthing-a-slave

Lisboa explores the complex relationships
between violence and nurturing, power and
impotence, politics and the family that run
through Rego’s art. Taking a historicist
approach to the evolution of the artist’s work,
Lisboa embeds the works within Rego’s personal
history as well as Portugal’s (and indeed other
nations’) stories, and reveals the
interrelationship between political significance
and the raw emotion that lies at the heart of
Rego’s uncompromising iconographic style.
Fundamental to Lisboa’s analysis is an
understanding that apparent opposites – male
and female, sacred and profane, aggression and
submissiveness – often co-exist in Rego’s work in
a way that is both disturbing and destabilising.
This collection of essays brings together both
unpublished and previously published work to
make a significant contribution to scholarship
about Paula Rego. It will also be of interest to
scholars and students of contemporary painting,
Portuguese and British feminist art, and the
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political and ideological aspects of the visual
arts.
Birth Strike - Jenny Brown 2019-04-01
When House Speaker Paul Ryan urged U.S.
women to have more children, and Ross Douthat
requested “More babies, please,” in a New York
Times column, they openly expressed what
policymakers have been discussing for decades
with greater discretion. Using technical
language like “age structure,” “dependency
ratio,” and “entitlement crisis,” establishment
think tanks are raising the alarm: if U.S. women
don’t get busy having more children, we’ll face
an aging workforce, slack consumer demand,
and a stagnant economy. Feminists generally
believe that a prudish religious bloc is
responsible for the protracted fight over
reproductive freedom in the U.S. and that
politicians only attack abortion and birth control
to appeal to those “values voters.” But hidden
behind this conventional explanation is a
dramatic fight over women’s reproductive labor.
birthing-a-slave

On one side, elite policymakers want an
expanding workforce reared with a minimum of
employer spending and a maximum of unpaid
women’s work. On the other side, women are
refusing to produce children at levels desired by
economic planners. By some measures our birth
rate is the lowest it has ever been. With little
access to childcare, family leave, health care,
and with insufficient male participation, U.S.
women are conducting a spontaneous birth
strike. In other countries, panic over low birth
rates has led governments to underwrite
childbearing and childrearing with generous
universal programs, but in the U.S., women have
not yet realized the potential of our bargaining
position. When we do, it will lead to new
strategies for winning full access to abortion and
birth control, and for improving the difficult
working conditions U.S. parents now face when
raising children.
Laboring Women - Jennifer L. Morgan
2011-09-12
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When black women were brought from Africa to
the New World as slave laborers, their value was
determined by their ability to work as well as
their potential to bear children, who by law
would become the enslaved property of the
mother's master. In Laboring Women:
Reproduction and Gender in New World Slavery,
Jennifer L. Morgan examines for the first time
how African women's labor in both senses
became intertwined in the English colonies.
Beginning with the ideological foundations of
racial slavery in early modern Europe, Laboring
Women traverses the Atlantic, exploring the
social and cultural lives of women in West
Africa, slaveowners' expectations for
reproductive labor, and women's lives as
workers and mothers under colonial slavery.
Challenging conventional wisdom, Morgan
reveals how expectations regarding gender and
reproduction were central to racial ideologies,
the organization of slave labor, and the nature of
slave community and resistance. Taking into
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consideration the heritage of Africans prior to
enslavement and the cultural logic of values and
practices recreated under the duress of slavery,
she examines how women's gender identity was
defined by their shared experiences as
agricultural laborers and mothers, and shows
how, given these distinctions, their situation
differed considerably from that of enslaved men.
Telling her story through the arc of African
women's actual lives—from West Africa, to the
experience of the Middle Passage, to life on the
plantations—she offers a thoughtful look at the
ways women's reproductive experience shaped
their roles in communities and helped them
resist some of the more egregious effects of
slave life. Presenting a highly original,
theoretically grounded view of reproduction and
labor as the twin pillars of female exploitation in
slavery, Laboring Women is a distinctive
contribution to the literature of slavery and the
history of women.
American Slave Coast - Ned Sublette
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2015-10-01
A wide-ranging, powerful, alternative vision of
the history of the United States and how the
slave-breeding industry shaped it The American
Slave Coast tells the horrific story of how the
slavery business in the United States made the
reproductive labor of "breeding women"
essential to the expansion of the nation. The
book shows how slaves' children, and their
children's children, were human savings
accounts that were the basis of money and
credit. This was so deeply embedded in the
economy of the slave states that it could only be
decommissioned by Emancipation, achieved
through the bloodiest war in the history of the
United States. The American Slave Coast is an
alternative history of the United States that
presents the slavery business, as well as familiar
historical figures and events, in a revealing new
light.
Rethinking Slave Rebellion in Cuba - Aisha
K. Finch 2015-05-21
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Envisioning La Escalera--an underground rebel
movement largely composed of Africans living on
farms and plantations in rural western Cuba--in
the larger context of the long emancipation
struggle in Cuba, Aisha Finch demonstrates how
organized slave resistance became critical to the
unraveling not only of slavery but also of colonial
systems of power during the nineteenth century.
While the discovery of La Escalera unleashed a
reign of terror by the Spanish colonial powers in
which hundreds of enslaved people were
tortured, tried, and executed, Finch revises
historiographical conceptions of the movement
as a fiction conveniently invented by the Spanish
government in order to target anticolonial
activities. Connecting the political agitation
stirred up by free people of color in the urban
centers to the slave rebellions that rocked the
countryside, Finch shows how the rural
plantation was connected to a much larger
conspiratorial world outside the agrarian sector.
While acknowledging the role of foreign
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abolitionists and white creoles in the broader
history of emancipation, Finch teases apart the
organization, leadership, and effectiveness of the
black insurgents in midcentury dissident
mobilizations that emerged across western
Cuba, presenting compelling evidence that black
women played a particularly critical role.
Brought to Bed - Judith Walzer Leavitt
1988-11-10
Based on personal accounts by birthing women
and their medical attendants, Brought to Bed
reveals how childbirth has changed from
colonial times to the present. Judith Walzer
Leavitt's study focuses on the traditional womancentered home-birthing practices, their
replacement by male doctors, and the movement
from the home to the hospital. She explains that
childbearing women and their physicians
gradually changed birth places because they
believed the increased medicalization would
make giving birth safer and more comfortable.
Ironically, because of infection, infant and
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maternal mortality did not immediately decline.
She concludes that birthing women held
considerable power in determining labor and
delivery events as long as childbirth remained in
the home. The move to the hospital in the
twentieth century gave the medical profession
the upper hand. Leavitt also discusses recent
events in American obstetrics that illustrate how
women have attempted to retrieve some of the
traditional women--and family--centered aspects
of childbirth.
Women and Migration - Deborah Willis
2019-03-08
The essays in this book chart how women’s
profound and turbulent experiences of migration
have been articulated in writing, photography,
art and film. As a whole, the volume gives an
impression of a wide range of migratory events
from women’s perspectives, covering the
Caribbean Diaspora, refugees and slavery
through the various lenses of politics and war,
love and family. The contributors, which include
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academics and artists, offer both personal and
critical points of view on the artistic and
historical repositories of these experiences.
Selfies, motherhood, violence and Hollywood all
feature in this substantial treasure-trove of
women’s joy and suffering, disaster and delight,
place, memory and identity. This collection
appeals to artists and scholars of the humanities,
particularly within the social sciences; though
there is much to recommend it to creatives
seeking inspiration or counsel on the issue of
migratory experiences.
The Slave's Cause - Manisha Sinha 2016-02-23
“Traces the history of abolition from the 1600s
to the 1860s . . . a valuable addition to our
understanding of the role of race and racism in
America.”—Florida Courier Received historical
wisdom casts abolitionists as bourgeois, mostly
white reformers burdened by racial paternalism
and economic conservatism. Manisha Sinha
overturns this image, broadening her scope
beyond the antebellum period usually associated
birthing-a-slave

with abolitionism and recasting it as a radical
social movement in which men and women,
black and white, free and enslaved found
common ground in causes ranging from
feminism and utopian socialism to antiimperialism and efforts to defend the rights of
labor. Drawing on extensive archival research,
including newly discovered letters and
pamphlets, Sinha documents the influence of the
Haitian Revolution and the centrality of slave
resistance in shaping the ideology and tactics of
abolition. This book is a comprehensive history
of the abolition movement in a transnational
context. It illustrates how the abolitionist vision
ultimately linked the slave’s cause to the
struggle to redefine American democracy and
human rights across the globe. “A full history of
the men and women who truly made us
free.”—Ira Berlin, The New York Times Book
Review “A stunning new history of abolitionism .
. . [Sinha] plugs abolitionism back into the
history of anticapitalist protest.”—The Atlantic
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“Will deservedly take its place alongside the
equally magisterial works of Ira Berlin on
slavery and Eric Foner on the Reconstruction
Era.”—The Wall Street Journal “A powerfully
unfamiliar look at the struggle to end slavery in
the United States . . . as multifaceted as the
movement it chronicles.”—The Boston Globe
Motherhood, Childlessness and the Care of
Children in Atlantic Slave Societies - Camillia
Cowling 2020-05-21
This book provides critical perspectives on the
multiple forms of ‘mothering’ that took place in
Atlantic slave societies. Facing repeated child
death, mothering was a site of trauma and grief
for many, even as slaveholders romanticized
enslaved women’s work in caring for
slaveholders' children. Examining a wide range
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of societies including medieval Spain, Brazil, and
New England, and including the work of
historians based in Brazil, Cuba, the United
States, and Britain, this collection breaks new
ground in demonstrating the importance of
mothering for the perpetuation of slavery, and
the complexity of the experience of motherhood
in such circumstances. This pathbreaking
collection, on all aspects of the experience,
politics, and representations of motherhood
under Atlantic slavery, analyses societies across
the Atlantic world, and will be of interest to
those studying the history of slavery as well as
those studying mothering throughout history.
This book comprises two special issues,
originally published in Slavery & Abolition and
Women’s History Review.
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